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The NEA:  34 Countries Seeking Excellence in Nuclear Safety, 
Technology, and Policy

NEA's committees 
bring together top 
governmental 
officials and 
technical specialists 
from NEA member 
countries and 
strategic partners to 
solve critical issues, 
establish best 
practices and to 
promote 
international 
collaboration.
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− 34 member countries + strategic partners (e.g., China and India) 
− NEA countries operate about 80% of the world's installed nuclear capacity
− 8 standing committees and more than 80 working parties and expert groups
− The NEA Data Bank - providing nuclear data, code, and verification services
− Growing global relationships with industry and universities
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27 Major Joint Projects
(Involving countries from within 
and beyond NEA membership)

• Nuclear safety research and experimental data (e.g., 
thermal-hydraulics, fuel behaviour, severe accidents).

• Nuclear science (e.g., thermodynamics 
of advanced fuels).

• Radioactive waste management (e.g., 
thermochemical database).

• Radiological protection (e.g., occupational exposure).

• Nuclear Education Skills and Technology 
Framework (NEST)

• Halden Reactor Project (fuels and materials, human 
factors research, etc.) – to be replaced by FIDES

NEA Serviced Organisations 
• Generation IV International Forum (GIF) 

with the goal to improve sustainability (including 
effective fuel utilisation and minimisation of waste), 
economics, safety and reliability, proliferation 
resistance and physical protection.

• Multinational Design Evaluation Programme
(MDEP)                                
initiative by national safety authorities to leverage 
their resources and knowledge for new reactor 
design reviews.

• International Framework for Nuclear Energy 
Cooperation (IFNEC)
forum for international discussion on wide array of 
nuclear topics involving both developed and 
emerging economies. 

Major Multinational Nuclear Activities
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Nuclear Education, Skills and Technology (NEST) Framework

A multinational framework designed to develop skills and nurture the 
next generation of nuclear subject matter experts through transfer of 

practical experience and knowledge 
11 participating countries – More Coming

www.oecd-nea.org/NEST

Benefits and Attributes
• Multidisciplinary skills and competencies through hands-on training
• Student Access to global state-of-the-art facilities
• Opportunity to develop a network through multinational co-operation
• Participation in challenging and innovative real-world activities

The world needs new scientists and engineers to ensure the safe, secure and sustainable
use of nuclear energy. NEA NEST is a new approaches to retain, nurture and expand this
knowledge base and foster a new generation of experts to support national goals.

about:blank
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• Designed to address growing needs for a stable, sustainable, 
reliable post-Halden platform for fuel and materials testing 
using nuclear research reactors and related facilities in NEA 
countries

• Generates experimental results and expertise for shared costs 
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Facility
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in TREAT 
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INSTEP
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NSRR

Japan

INCA
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Czech 
Republic

Future 
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using 
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under 

construction 

Joint Experimental Programmes (JEEPs) 
STRETCH

Stress 
Relaxation 
and Creep 
Research

USA

ENCORE
Testing of 

In-Core 
Mechanical 
Properties

USA

NEA Framework for Irradiation Experiments (FIDES)

• Parties: 27 organisations from 12 
countries and the EC

• Budget: ~ 23 M€/3 years 
• Launched on 16 March 2021

Project on Data Preservation and Quality Assurance 

Training and Education

Modelling and Simulation
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“…maintaining and further developing, through 
international co-operation, the scientific, technological, and 
legal bases required for a safe, environmentally sound and 
economical use of nuclear energy ...”

Reinforced focus on enabling factors
• Enabling New build, SMRs, LTO (financing, licensing, …)
• Supporting the Development of a Next Generation of 

Nuclear Scientists and Technologists and Improving Gender 
Balance (NEST, Global Forum on Nuclear Education) 

• Maintaining research infrastructure (FIDES)
• Public communication on real risks and benefits of nuclear
• Closer ties with industry, academia, NGOs.
• Support member countries as appropriate
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The World is Not on Track to Net Zero
• The world’s current path is not 

leading to net zero emissions of 
carbon.  At current levels of 
emissions, the entire carbon budget 
would be consumed within 8 years. 

• Electricity use is poised to 
increase dramatically due to 
electrification. 

• Security of supply – energy 
security comes to the forefront as 
energy prices peak.

• Many countries view (re)consider 
nuclear energy as a key element 
in their decarbonization / energy 
transition strategies.

Temperature Outcomes for Various Emissions Futures

Source: Carbon Brief (2019).
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Nuclear in Emissions Reduction Pathways

Organisation Scenario Climate 
target Nuclear innovation Description

Role of nuclear energy by 2050

Capacity (GW) Nuclear growth 
(2020-50)

IAEA (2021b) High 
Scenario

2°C Not included Conservative projections based on current 
plans and industry announcements.

792 98%

IEA (2021c) Net Zero 
Scenario 

(NZE)

1.5°C Not included but 
HTGR and nuclear 
heat potential  are 

acknowledged.

Conservative nuclear capacity estimates. NZE 
projects 100 gigawatts more nuclear energy 

than the IEA sustainable development 
scenario. 

812 103%

Shell (2021) Sky 1.5 
Scenario

1.5°C Not specified Ambitious estimates based on massive 
investments to boost economic recovery and 

build resilient energy systems.

1 043 160%

IIASA (2021) Divergent 
Net Zero 
Scenario

1.5°C Not specified Ambitious projections required to 
compensate for delayed actions and 

divergent climate policies. 

1 232 208%

Bloomberg NEF 
(2021)

New Energy 
Outlook

Red Scenario

1.5°C Explicit focus on SMRs 
and nuclear hydrogen 

Highly ambitious nuclear pathway with large 
scale deployment of nuclear innovation.

7 080 1670%
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Nuclear Energy Can—and Must—Play a Larger Role
In Support of Global Net-Zero Goals

In its 2018 special report, the IPCC reviewed
90 pathways consistent with a 1.5°C scenario – i.e., 
pathways with emissions reductions sufficient to limit 

average global warming to less than 1.5°C. 

On average, the scenarios reflect the need for global 
nuclear capacity to triple by 2050 to 1160 gigawatts, up 

from 394 gigawatts in 2020. 
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Reaching 1160 
gigawatts of global 
nuclear capacity by 

2050 can be 
achieved—but will 

require contributions 
from the Full 

Potential of nuclear 
energy capacities 
including nuclear-
produced heat and 

hydrogen.

LTO, New Generation III Construction, and SMRs/Gen IV
Can Help Us Meet Global Environmental Goals

Full Potential of Nuclear Contributions to Net-Zero
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But there are Challenges
• Views of LTO vary around the world due 

to differing policy and regulatory 
approaches.  For example in many 
countries, the 40 year mark is characterized 
as “plant lifetime.”

• Distorted, dysfunctional, and obsolete 
markets do not recongnise the value of 
existing nuclear plants to system reliability 
and carbon reduction. 

• Some government policies are leading to the 
premature shut down of nuclear plants, 
placing Net-Zero further out of reach.

Long-Term Operation is THE Least Cost Option
LCOE by technology, 2025

Note: Coal includes lignite plants. Discount rate of 7% and carbon price of USD30/tCO2
Source: IEA/NEA (2020)
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Long-term operation could save up to 49 gigatonnes of 
cumulative emissions between 2020 and 2050.
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2020 
Edition

Recent NEA Work:  
Broad Conclusions on 

new build construction costs
• The nuclear sector is transitioning from FOAK and 

could rapidly deliver more competitive Gen-III reactors 
building on lessons learned from recent construction

• Importance to prioritize design maturity, supply chain 
competencies and regulatory stability

• The governance framework is essential to support 
competitive new nuclear construction, in particular 
through support for robust and predictable market and 
financing frameworks
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Small Modular Reactors and Generation IV Reactors:
Enabling Pathways to Net-Zero

SMALL MODULAR REACTORS (SMRS)

SMALL
• Smaller output
• Small physical size
• 1-300 MWe

MODULAR
• Factory Production
• Portable
• Scalable

REACTOR
• Nuclear Fission
• Heat
• Electricity

BENEFITS

SIMPLIFIED SAFETY
• Lessons learned from

60 years of operations

FLEXIBILITY
• Adapted to complement

variable renewables

APPLICATIONS

ON-GRID
• 200-300 MWe
• Replace coal

MERCHANT SHIPPING
• Marine Production
• Off bunker fuel

OFF-GRID
• Remote sites
• Replace diesel

HEAT
• 285 – 850 °C
• Industrial cogeneration
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The NEA SMR Strategy:  
Bringing the Pieces Together for Practical Solutions
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Affordable financing is key for nuclear new build

Note: Overnight cost of 4500 USD/kWe, a load factor 85%, 60-year lifetime and 7-year construction time

Levelized cost of a new nuclear power plant according to the cost of capital
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The next waves of nuclear projects will not be financed the same way projects were financed 
in the past. The approaches to financiers is different, including with respect to environmental 

reporting (e.g. ESG)

Nuclear financing – a priority topic for the NEA

16

• Strong interest of Central and Eastern Europe countries for public-private partnerships with 
international suppliers that can provide both technology and financing

• Inclusion of nuclear energy in public policy taxonomies is a necessary condition to unlock 
private capital

• Governments have a role in supporting risk mitigation strategies for nuclear projects 
including, for example, long-term price guarantees to address shortcomings with existing 
electricity markets that do not sufficiently reward the security supply and low carbon emissions 
from nuclear power plants

Key takeaways from the High-level Warsaw Nuclear Financing Conference 
(25 Nov 2021)
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GIF report on nuclear energy as an ESG investable asset class

1

Positive case for nuclear energy against ESG as 
an asset class

Appendix II – details on ESG for mainly nuclear 
but bringing in other technologies for 
comparison

Still requires ESG assessment of each company 
and/or asset

https://www.gen-4.org/gif/jcms/c_179264/nuclear-energy-an-esg-investable-asset-class

about:blank
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For Climate Action to be Successful, 
An Enhanced Vision of the Future is Needed

If action on climate is associated with limits to life, economic growth, and 
freedom, a successful energy transition will be extremely difficult. 
Innovative Nuclear Technologies Help Provide a Solution Set
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For New Nuclear Energy to be Successful, 
Key Challenges Must be Addressed

1. Industrial Challenges
2. Regulatory Challenges
3. Policy and Market Challenges
4. Infrastructure Challenges
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For New Nuclear Energy to be Successful, 
Key Challenges Must be Addressed

1. Industrial Challenges
– Execution—industry must take breakthrough technologies from the 

drawing board to commercial reality and deliver projects as promised
– Operations Models—industry must present realistic models to operate 

large numbers of SMRs and microreactors
– Supply Chain—past experience demonstrates that the global nuclear 

supply chain is neither broad nor deep and suppliers are not always as 
prepared as might be expected
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For New Nuclear Energy to be Successful, 
Key Challenges Must be Addressed

2. Regulatory Challenges
– Adaptation to New Technologies—regulators must not view Gen IV 

technologies through a Gen II lens and must be prepared to address 
digital technologies

– Global Thinking—regulators must act nationally but think globally; 
otherwise there cannot be a true global market for new technologies

– Accept New Paradigms—new technologies may be game-changers in 
areas such as EP and security, but regulators must be truly risk-informed
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For New Nuclear Energy to be Successful, 
Key Challenges Must be Addressed

3. Policy and Market Challenges
– Outdated Electricity Markets—today’s markets don’t support long-

term environmental and energy security goals; dispatchability has value!
– FOAK—governments must put policies in place to address FOAK risks; 

industry cannot/will not absorb all the risks
– Financing—government policies are needed to support financing of new 

nuclear construction and other high-capital investments needed to reach 
Net-Zero
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For New Nuclear Energy to be Successful, 
Key Challenges Must be Addressed

4. Infrastructure Challenges
– HALEU—the lack of a clear path to provide high assay LEU is already a 

barrier to new technologies
– Codes and Standards—industry, governments, regulators and other 

stakeholders must commit to strive toward simplified and harmonised
nuclear standards

– Human Resources—more must be done to promote a new generation of 
nuclear experts while promoting greater diversity and gender balance
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Thank you for your attention!
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